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Latvian Romani

- also known as Lotfitko (lotfitka) or Čuxny 
- one of the Northeastern Romani dialects (Matras 2002; Tenser 2008)
- spoken in Latvia, Estonia, northern Lithuania
- hard to estimate the number of speakers, ~2-3 dialects in Latvia, about 7800 

Roms according to official data, but these numbers can be imprecise
- still an understudied dialect, very few published texts + a short grammar (in 

Latvian; Mānušs 1997) included in the dictionary (Mānušs, Neilands & 
Rudevičs 1997); 4628 lexical units in RomLex 
(http://romani.uni-graz.at/romlex/)

- see also the recent report (Ruka 2019)
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http://romani.uni-graz.at/romlex/


Romani in Latvia (Freimanis et al. 2015)
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https://www.km.gov.lv/sites/km/files/romi_latvija_petijums_lv1.pdf


Existing texts (or phrases) in Latvian Romanni

- Jānis Leimanis’ Latvian Romani archive (digitalised by Latvian Folklore 
Archive) from the 1930s

- Paul Ariste’s manuscripts (the 1930s-1941) and several publications:
https://fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/handle/10024/87064 and 
https://fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/handle/10024/87067 (the Zingarica 
collection of the National Library of Finland), (Ariste 1938, 1964, 1973)

- Romani Morphosyntactic Database (RMS) 
- modern translations of Romani fairytales from the website pasakas.net after 

(Brice 1992)
- also some illustrations in (Mānušs et al. 1997)
- Gospel translations (not easily available)

NB: still almost no texts in modern Romani
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https://fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/handle/10024/87064
https://fennougrica.kansalliskirjasto.fi/handle/10024/87067
http://pasakas.net


Paul Ariste

- Latvian Romani speakers in Estonia, mainly in Tartu area
- the shorter manuscript (61 page) with translations into Estonian and a short 

overview, the longer manuscript (123 pages) with Romani texts only (NB: a 
couple of Romani texts recorded in Finland)

- phonetic transcription, not clearly corresponding to the Latvian-based 
orthography used in (Mānušs et al. 1997); NB: accentuated!

- the texts are mostly still unpublished
- the larger manuscript has at least 5 of the 6 texts published in (Ariste 1938) 

and (Ariste 1964)
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Romani Morphosyntax Database

- at least 5 Latvian Romani samples publicly available: 3 with Estonian codes 
and 2 with Latvian codes; come from Pärnu (2 samples), Paide (1 sample)m 
Riga (2 samples)

- also very much phonetically based, but also seems that vowel length is 
somewhat ignored
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RMS, LV-006
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Jānis Leimanis (1886-1950)

https://www.lsm.lv/raksts/dzive--stils/vesture/romu-bi
edriba-koris-folkloras-vaksana-evangelizacija-un-no
darbinatiba--jana-leimana-aktivisms.a384449/ (Ieva 
Tihovska, 26/12/2020)

- an outstanding Latvian Romani 
activist

- founded the Romani society 
“Čigānu draugs” (A Friend of 
Roma), engaged in the Romani 
choir activities

- a Christian missionary, also 
translated St. John’s Gospel into 
Latvian Romani (1933)

- collected Romani folklore for the 
Latvian Folklore Archive in the 
1930s 9

https://www.lsm.lv/raksts/dzive--stils/vesture/romu-biedriba-koris-folkloras-vaksana-evangelizacija-un-nodarbinatiba--jana-leimana-aktivisms.a384449/
https://www.lsm.lv/raksts/dzive--stils/vesture/romu-biedriba-koris-folkloras-vaksana-evangelizacija-un-nodarbinatiba--jana-leimana-aktivisms.a384449/
https://www.lsm.lv/raksts/dzive--stils/vesture/romu-biedriba-koris-folkloras-vaksana-evangelizacija-un-nodarbinatiba--jana-leimana-aktivisms.a384449/


Jānis Leimanis’ collection in Latvian Folklore Archive

An impressive collection of 75 copybooks (3 copybooks are not currently in the Archive’s 
possession), 500 units (463 units accessible); 1254 files

http://garamantas.lv/lv/collection/886320/Jana-Leimana-ciganu-folkloras-vakums

- 884 files with some text in Romani

NB: often ascribed to other persons (~metadata), but most likely just written by Leimanis 
himself based on his memory about those texts; he was a native speaker, though...

Later used for the book by his son Juris Leimanis, but not published in full length, and the book 
itself is in Latvian: 

Leimanis, Juris. 2005 [1939]. Čigāni Latvijas mežos, mājās un tirgos. Rīga: Zinātne. (“Gypsies in 
Latvia’s forests, homes and markets”)
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http://garamantas.lv/lv/collection/886320/Jana-Leimana-ciganu-folkloras-vakums
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Jānis Leimanis’ collection: composition

- about 65 longer texts (fairytales and stories)
- songs
- short forms (some are parts of longer texts, but are classified as separate 

folklore units)
- description of some traditional practices, e.g., pirts (~sauna)
- proverbs, parables
- lists of obsolete and disappearing words
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Deciphering manuscripts: a crowdsourcing initiative

- the Leimanis collection, as well as other digitalised collections, is available at 
the crowdsourcing platform garamantas.lv launched in 2014 (see Reinsone 
2020)

- partly deciphered (mostly thanks to Ieva Tihovska, myself and some more 
people), but still not sufficiently!

- October 2020: 312 of all files deciphered (~25%), 185 of files with a text in 
Romani (~21 %)

- now: somewhat more already available in the deciphered part + a significant 
shift towards more efficient deciphering!
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http://garamantas.lv/
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Deciphering + HTR in Transkribus

Transkribus (https://transkribus.eu/Transkribus/): software for handwritten text 
recognition (HTR) - train your own models or use the available ones; a highly 
valuable solution for manuscripts (Kahle et al. 2017)

The Leimanis collection has a strong advantage of being written by the same 
person, which means using the same handwriting (holds true for the majority of 
the texts in the collection).

- a very good case for training an HTR model
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https://transkribus.eu/Transkribus/


HTR in Transkribus: a workflow

- upload your files into the folder onto the server
- launch a layout analysis (already available by default)
- add your transcriptions line by line
- get a certain number of training data
- now you can train your HTR model!
- test it on some additional data (not yet deciphered pages), correct the 

automatic transcription manually > more training data for the next model!
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Unit 5, p. 21
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Unit 5, p. 21
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Training a Latvian Romani HTR model in Transkribus

It is claimed that training a good Transkribus model requires about 15000 words, 
or 75 pages, of ground truth material.

- the Leimanis collection: an average double page spread = about 160 words
- at least 94 GT files needed for training

January 2021: about 200 file transcriptions put in my Transkribus project from the 
Garamantas deciphering

- two models trained
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Training a Latvian Romani HTR model in Transkribus

Model 1: 235 pages, a training set of 25890 words and 4911 lines, 50 epochs

- CER 8.44% (validation)
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Training a Latvian Romani HTR model in Transkribus

Model 2: 241 page, a training set of 16952 words and 3136 lines; uses Model 1 as 
its base model, 100 epochs

- CER 3.95% (validation)
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page 218, Unit 129
Teika par melno čūsku 
(A fairytale about a black snake)

- a better model
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Differences in format

Transkribus: max reproduction of original writing, all erroneous forms as they are

Garamantas: all strikethrough forms and non-essential parts in brackets 
unnecessary, also corrected forms are added for the Latvian translation

NB: various miswritten forms in the Romani part (diacritics, letters omitted, etc.)

The final corpus: ???
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From the 1930s to the 2000s...

1992, “Laimes puķe” (The Happiness Flower) 
by Silvija Brice: translations of Romani 
fairytales from several languages (German, 
Russian, Latvian)

- Latvian texts (4 fairytales, proverbs, 
beliefs) come from Leimanis collection, 
just Latvian translations somewhat edited

- Zigeunermärchen. Eugen Diederichs 
Verlag. Jena 1926;  Unter einem 
Regenbogen bin ich heut gegangen. 
Kassel: Erich Röth Verlag, 1976; Сказки 
и песни, рожденные в дороге. Москва: 
ГРВЛ, 1985
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From the 1930s to the 2000s...

2010, “Ideju Forums”, the project 
”Mazākumtautību audio pasakas 
internetā" - audio recordings of fairytales 
in various minority languages (Russian, 
Polish, Belarusian, Ukranian, Lithuanian, 
Estonian, Jewish, and Romani)

- still available at pasakas.net with 
translations (Anatolijs Berezovskis) 
http://www.pasakas.net/pasakas/cit
u_tautu_pasakas/ciganu-pasakas/

- 17 fairytales
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http://pasakas.net
http://www.pasakas.net/pasakas/citu_tautu_pasakas/ciganu-pasakas/
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From the 1930s to the 2000s...

Two fairytales at pasakas.net come from Leimanis’ collection!

- Kā čigāns jājis uz velna = Sir rom trādija pu bengesku dumu (‘How a 
Rom rode the Devil’) < #LFK-1389-169, Sir rom klišča pe bengeske

- Teika par čigānu baznīcu = Teika romengi khangirjatir (‘A story about a 
Romani church’) < #LFK-1389-412 and #LFK-1389-414, Kā čigāns gāja 
zivis zvejot (‘How a Rom went to do some fishing’)

So, we can basically compare original Leimanis’ texts with translations into 
modern Romani!
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1930s ~2010Brice 1992



Further steps towards the corpus
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The corpus: a vision

- all texts have Latvian translations > a parallel corpus as a natural option
- all metadata preserved (including links to the original archive units)
- morphological annotation for both parts
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The corpus: a vision

- a parallel corpus: the TsaKorpus platform (REF), used for several parallel 
corpora within the Russian National Corpus (including the Latvian-Russian 
corpus)

- all metadata preserved (including links to the original archive units) - also a 
standard practice for the RNC subcorpora

- morphological annotation for both parts: 

Latvian: a standard Latvian tagger from RNC, works neatly for aligned files in 
the standard RNC .xml format

Romani: UniParser (Arkhangelsky et al. 2012), already applied to Russian 
Roma texts (http://web-corpora.net/RomaniCorpus/search/)
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https://bitbucket.org/tsakorpus/tsakorpus
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The corpus or more?

- all texts have Latvian translations > a parallel corpus as a natural option
- all metadata preserved (including links to the original archive units)
- morphological annotation for both parts

But what about the folklore dimension? What about adding more translations (at 
least in English, probably also in Russian)

- annotation for genres
- additional annotation for some relevant folklore categories
- still much to think about
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LV-RU
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ROMLEX

- University of Graz, a lexical database
- integrates various dictionaries for a number of Romani dialects
- uses a somewhat uniform tag system
- modified transcription, 3sg as a base form for verbs (ā > aa, mīļinav > miiľinel)

Latvian Romani: based on (Mānušs et al. 1997)

- some collocations also included
- no forms included (e.g., even basic wordforms, such as plural for nouns)
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ROMLEX > UniParser

- the original ROMLEX .xml format (with Latvian translations only)
- a script for automatic conversion into the UniParser format for lexemes
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UniParser

- a list of lexemes with all necessary information: stems, paradigms, 
translations

- a list of paradigms; productive derivations can be included
- also an option of incorrect analyses to be filtered out
- NB: loanwords can be annotated!

So far: preliminary paradigms mostly for nouns and pronouns, adjectives in 
progress, though only at the level of classification only (all inflectional morphology 
to be added); preliminary templates for all lexemes, only several are already 
annotated

WORK IN PROGRESS!

- what labels to use? how to normalise?
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Summary

- first HTR models trained, a significant progress in deciphering; still takes 
some time to put the texts together and especially to put the deciphered texts 
back to Garamantas;

- several longer texts (fairytales) prepared for alignment; some more are 
already corrected automatic decipherings;

- work on the parser started;
- prepared texts are put in the folder for further alignment (alignment can be 

done continuously as a parallel process)
- plans for the future: experiments with word alignment (for automatic paradigm 

induction and possible dictionary extension)
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